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Foreword
To meet the fast-growing demand for electricity in the world’s biggest island nation is not a small
challenge. Presently there are over 600 local grids operated by the state utility PLN to provide
electricity to households, businesses and industry. Most of the power is generated with coal and in
many smaller grids through costly diesel fuel.
Presently Indonesia’s electricity consumption is far below world average with an annual consumption
per capita and year of 1,000 kWh. Installed power capacity will have to rise several times over the next
decades to improve economic development and quality of life. How to cover this demand in an
economic and ecological way is the challenge ahead for Indonesia.
The Indonesian Government has recognized the potential of renewable energy as a domestic and
environmental friendly energy source which is widely available in the country. Therefore, it has set in
its national energy plan a target to reach 23 percent of renewables by 2025. It is important to achieve
this goal to cover future energy demand and essential to meet Indonesia’s commitment under the
2015 Paris Agreement to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 29 percent by 2030.
However so far there is little experience in Indonesia how to integrate renewable energy into the
numerous local grids and how to include them into power system planning. Especially there are
concerns how to deal with the intermittence of solar and wind energy. To overcome these concerns
and the numerous technical, administrative and regulatory challenges successful examples of grid
integrations of renewables need to be demonstrated and scaled up.
Against this background, the Directorate General of New Renewable Energy and Energy Conservation
(EBTKE), in cooperation with GIZ, acting on behalf of the German Federal Ministry for Economic
Cooperation and Development (BMZ), have decided to jointly implement the 1,000 Islands Renewable Energy for Electrification Programme (REEP).
The first Annual Report reflects the works that have been achieved by REEP and EBTKE in the year of
2017. The broad variety of our activities as documented in this Annual Report could not have been
realised without a dedicated team, excellent trust and cooperation from our counterpart and private
companies and all who have worked closely together with us in the past year
Thank you very much.

Dr. Rudolf Rauch
Programme Director
GIZ Energy Programme
Indonesia/ASEAN
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Abbreviation
AANE
BAPPEDA
BMWi
BPS
BUPP
DJ EBTKE
DJ GATRIK
DLHK
DJLPE
DPMPTSPTK
ELREN
EnDev ID
ESDM
GIZ
Kemendesa
KP
KSO
LCOE
LCORE
Lintas
PLN
PLTA
PLTB
PLTD
PLTS
PJB
POME
RE
REEP
RUPTL
STT-PLN
USAID

PT Austindo Aufwind New Energy
Regional Development Agency
German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy
Badan Pusat Statistik (Central Statistic Agency)
Badan Usaha Pembangunan dan Pengelolaan (Business Entity for
Development and Management)
Directorate General of New Renewable Energy and Energy Conservation
Directorate General of Electricity
Environmental Agency
Directorate General of Electricity and Energy Utilisation
Selayar Investment Board One-Stop Integrated Service and Labour Agency
Electrification through Renewable Energy
Energising Development Indonesia
Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources
Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit GmbH
Ministry of Village, Disadvantaged Areas Development and
Transmigration of Indonesia
Kantor Pelayanan (Service Offices)
Kerjasama Operasi (Operational Cooperation)
Levelised Cost of Electricity
Promotion of Least Cost Renewables
DJ EBTKE’s Information and Investment Services
State Electricity Company
Hydro Power Plant
Wind Power Plant
Diesel Power Plant
Solar Power Plant
Perusahaan Jawa Bali
Palm Oil Mill Effluent
Renewable Energy
Renewable Energy for Electrification Programme
PLN’s Electricity Procurement Plan
PLN Technical Academy
United States Agency for International Development
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Project Objective & Fields of Action
The 1,000 Islands - Renewable Energy for Electrification Programme (REEP) is a technical cooperation
between the Government of Federal Republic of Germany and the Government of Republic of
Indonesia that aims to demonstrate the feasibility of achieving 23 percent of renewable energy (RE)
target by 2025.
The technical cooperation between two governments commenced in 2017 and will end in 2020.
REEP’s implementing counterpart is the Directorate General of New Renewable Energy and Energy
Conservation (DJ EBTKE) and other partners include the Directorate General of Electricity (DJ GATRIK)
and the State Electricity Company (PT PLN).
In realizing its project’s objective, REEP implements four fields of actions (outputs) to achieve its
core objective as explicated by the following illustration.
Objective
23% RE Target demonstrated

A: Regulatory Framework
Improvement of regulatory
framework for promotion of RE
Indicator of Success (KPI):
▪ A-1: Proposals on Permen [X]

B: Pilot Grids
23% RE Share in RUPTL of
selected pilot grids
Indicators of Success:
▪ B-1: Model plants in operation [3]
▪ B-2: RE-Share RUPTL [2 grids]

C: Scaling Up

D: Private Sector

Experiences are disseminated
by DJ EBTKE, PLN

Competencies of private sector
have increased

Indicators of Success (KPI):
▪ C-1: Results dissemination pilot
grids [200 employees]
▪ C-2: Guidelines on RE
development [2]

Indicators of Success (KPI):
▪ D-1: Technical cooperation agreements [3]
▪ D-2: Quality project proposals [80%]
▪ D-3: Training grid integration [3 institutes]
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Output A: Regulatory Framework
The regulatory framework is one of REEP’s output that aims to support creation of regulatory
framework that enables renewable energy improvement in Indonesia.
INDICATOR

A.1. Submission of regulation proposal by DJ EBTKE to improve RE
Penetration.
Current Status: No submission yet

ACTIVITY

Study Tour on Renewable Energy Electrification and Grid Integration

The Study Tour on Renewable Energy Electrification and Grid Integration held on 27 May - 4 June
2017 in Munich, Germany, is a joint project activity by REEP and the Energising Development
Indonesia (EnDev ID).
The core aim of the tour is to provide insights and lessons-learned for REEP’s project partners (DJ
EBTKE, DJ GATRIK and PLN) and minister’s advisors (Tenaga Ahli) about the experience of Germany’s
successful energy transition from fossil to renewables, including the opportunities and challenges
during the transition to renewable energy (energiewende). The tour has also served as an occasion for
the Indonesian counterparts to meet with the private sector in the world’s leading solar industry
exhibition - the Intersolar Europe.
The tour had three main activities: visiting Renewable Energy Village Wildpoldsried, attending the
Intersolar Europe 2017 and joining a Roundtable Policy Dialogue with the German Federal Ministry
for Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWi).
Travelling to Germany
REEP and its project partners travelled together to Munich, Germany from Jakarta, Indonesia on 27
May 2017. The amount of time spent together allowed REEP and its partners to develop friendship
and mutual understanding. Throughout their stay in Germany, the team and partners shared common
daily activities such as walking in the park in the morning or simply sit on the same table to enjoy
traditional German cuisine for dinner. The team also discussed and exchanged information on local
issues on renewable energy in Indonesia as well as Germany.
Impact:
•
•

There were ample opportunities to communicate intensively during the visit and as a result
stronger working and collegial relationship developed among the partners. It is expected
communication barrier will be eased.
Coordination among project partners are strengthened by the creation of online
communication platform, Whatsapp, that allows information exchange about renewable
energy.

First Agenda: Visit to RE Village Wildpoldsried
The first agenda of the trip was a visit to RE village Wildpoldsried in Oberallgäu, Bavaria, on 29 May
2017. The village has been fully transformed its energy generation from fossil to renewables for the
past 18 years. It utilises various renewable energy sources such as hydropower, photovoltaics, biogas
and wind. The village is able to sell its 500 percent elecricity surplus back to the grid as well as capitalise
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on tourism sector. The village’s full utilisation of renewable energy also attracts visitors to visit
Wilpoldsried.
Impact:
Provide an overview of successful community-run renewable energy power generation to project
delegates.

Study Tour participants visited various renewable energy
power plants at Wildpoldsried Village.

One of the sources of electricity produced in Wildpoldsried
derives from wind power.

Second Agenda: Intersolar Europe Exhibition
The second agenda in the study tour was visiting Intersolar Europe, whereby the project partners met
Germany’s solar energy players. Among the players are Germany’s leading solar power battery systems
(Hoppecke), PV system technology (SMA), PV project development (IBC) and renewable energy
training provider (RENAC). During this occasion, not only project partners were able to meet and
discuss the latest technology with the technology providers, but also it created a number of possible
opportunities to forge cooperation between Indonesian renewable energy stakeholders and German
solar industry.
Impact:
Intersolar Europe has created cooperation initiatives between the Indonesian renewable energy
stakeholders with:
a. Agora Energiewende, an independent non-partisan, think-tank that aims to develop
scientific approaches in ensuring realisation of energiewende. Its visit to Jakarta consisted
of two events:
• Presentation at Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources (KESDM), 12 July 2017
on Germany’s energy transition (energiewende). The presentation was attended by
representatives from KESDM, DJ EBTKE, DJ GATRIK and PLN.
• Workshop at PLN, 14 July 2017 on Grid Integration of Solar and Wind Energy in
Java-Bali Grid.
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b. RENAC (Renewables Academy AG), a training provider located in Berlin, Germany
focusing on renewable energy and energy efficiency training. It has vast experience of
training 7,500 participants from 145 nations worldwide. RENAC visited Jakarta for:
• Presentation at the 6th Indonesia EBTKE ConEx on 15 September 2017. RENAC’s
presentation is a part of ELREN training about solar technology for Indonesian
power stakeholders.
c. SMA (PV System Technology), a manufacturer of photovoltaic inverters with over 55 GW
of installed inverter capacity and 35 years of experience. SMA focuses on intelligent
optimization of self-consumption, grid integration of solar power and integration of
storage systems. SMA visited Jakarta for:
• SMA Sunbelt Energy Training, 18 September 2017 at STT PLN Jakarta which was
attended by representatives from KESDM, PLN, PLN Regional, PT. Pembangkitan
Jawa Bali (PJB) and PLN’s Technical College (STT-PLN).
d. Autarsys (Off-grid Hybrid, Storage L-Ion), a provider of supply system for off-grid
applications offering modular energy storage systems, project-accompanying
consultancy, layout and planning services. Autarsys visited Jakarta on an occasion to:
• Meet with the Ministry of Village, Disadvantaged Areas Development and
Transmigration of Indonesia (KEMENDES) on 25 September 2017 to discuss
possibilities to install more solar PVs in Papua.

Participants of Study Tour on Renewable Energy Electrification
and Grid Integration took group photo at Intersolar Europe
Exhibition

The Indonesian Head of Delegation, Ms Maritje
Hutapea (left), invited representative of HOPPECKE
to Indonesia EBTKE ConEx, a Renewable Energy
and Clean Energy conference and exhibition in
Indonesia.

Third Agenda: Policy Dialogue with German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy
(BMWi)
The last agenda on the study tour was Policy Dialogue with BMWi whereby both countries’
representatives presented strategies in encouraging the development of renewable energy. Director
of Various New Renewable Energy of DJ EBTKE, Ms Maritje Hutapea, presented on RE development
in Indonesia to BMWi. Likewise, the BMWi presented on Germany’s RE targets and status quo,
legislation, roles of actors, success factor of Germany’s energy transition and challenges.
Impact:
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Obtained better insights on Germany’s energy transition to renewable energy. Germany, for example,
currently has 45 GW of installed electricity generation from solar which is thousand times more than
the total installed solar power capacity in tropical Indonesia.

Indonesian Director of Various New and
Renewable Energy Ms Maritje Hutapea
was one of the participants in the Policy
Dialogue.
High level policy discussion between the Government of Indonesia and
the Government Germany in Munich.

IMPACT ON OTHER OUTPUTS

D. Private Sector
The impact of attending Intersolar Europe Exhibition led to facilitation of Germany’s private sector
participation in the capacity building measures of the project. One of the training conducted after
the Study Tour on Renewable Energy Electrification and Grid Integration in Munich was SMA
Sunbelt Energy on Solar PV Technology. The training was attended by Indonesian power sector
player like PLN, its subsidiary PJB and STT PLN. In total there were more than 20 people attending
the training which was held in Jakarta.
SYNERGY

a. Energising Development Indonesia (EnDev ID) is a GIZ-supported project that specializes in rural
electrification with the aim to support access to electricity in Indonesia’s rural areas.
i.
EnDev ID and REEP synergized in organizing the Study Tour on Renewable Energy
Electrification and Grid Integration.
b. Electrification through Renewable Energy (ELREN) is a GIZ-supported project that aims to
institutionalize knowledge about renewable energy for off-grid electrification. The project
partners were introduced to ELREN’s consortium partner, RENAC, which paved the way to
awareness-raising opportunity during ELREN’s training session at the 6th Indonesia EBTKE ConEx
on 15 September 2017 in Jakarta.
i.
ELREN and REEP synergized in organizing RENAC visit to Indonesia to be part of
ELREN’s training at the 6th Indonesia EBTKE ConEx.
EXPECTED BENEFITS

a. More RE share in national energy mix by 2025
b. Deliberation of more RE friendly regulations
KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTS
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a. Presentation on Wildpoldsried Village, an example of community based RE development
b. Director of Energy Programme Indonesia Presentation on Grid Integration and RE Generation in
Indonesia
c. EnDev Presentation on Promoting Technical Quality Measures in PV Mini-Grid
d. Director of Various New and Renewable Energy of EBTKE Presentation on Investment in PV Mini
Grid to Boost Electrification in Remote Rural Areas
e. Study Tour Report
f. Study Tour Booklet
g. Feedback from Study Tour Participants
h. Photo Collection

Output B: Pilot Grids
The Pilot Grids field of action aims to demonstrate 23 percent RE Share in PLN’s Electricity
Procurement Plan (RUPTL) of two selected pilot grids.
INDICATORS

ACTIVITY
1
A.

B.1. Model plants in operation [3]
B.2. RE-Share RUPTL [2]
Current Status: Selection of two islands grids (small and very small grids)

Technical Meeting for Pilot Grid Selection

REEP held Technical Meeting for Pilot Grid Selection on 24 July 2017 in Jakarta whereby project
partners (DJ EBTKE, DJ GATRIK and PLN) attended the meeting. The meeting aims to obtain feedback
from the stakeholders on the five short-listed islands grids proposed by REEP. Director of Various New
Renewable Energy of DJ EBTKE, Ms Maritje Hutapea, said in her opening speech that REEP’s objective
to demonstrate 23 percent of RE in 2025 is in line with the Indonesia’s RE goal, therefore DJ GATRIK
and PLN shall support the implementation of the project.
REEP’s Project Manager presented the project’s overview of REEP’s such as its main counterpart (DJ
EBTKE), implementing partners (PLN & DJ GATRIK), project duration, implementing strategy and pilot
grid transfer model. On the technical side, REEP’s Technical Consultant for Grid-Integration presented
on the technicality of the pilot grid selection including the selection criteria and process.
General Manager of PLN Bangka Belitung, Ms Susiana Mutia Iskandar, said that she welcomed the
project as it provided better inputs for PLN in integrating waste-to-energy power plants into the island
grid in regions with abundant agricultural waste like Bangka and Belitung. Another input from PLN
came from a Senior Manager of PLN Development Regions of Papua and Maluku, Mr Ari Dartomo, on
a detailed scope of RE integration study in Morotai on whether it would include the region’s overall
system or sub-system. Another feedback from PLN is regarding the asset transfer that REEP shall
clarify to avoid complication at the latter stage of the project.
Impact:
Gaining initial feedbacks from project partners on 5 islands grids and other issues that the project has
yet to consider during its early formation phase.
EXPECTED BENEFITS OF ACTIVITY 1
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a. More RE share in national energy mix by 2025
b. Deliberation of more RE friendly regulations
KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTS OF ACTIVITY 1

a.
b.
c.
d.

REEP Presentation on Pilot Grid Selection
Minutes of Meeting of Technical Meeting
Attendance List
Photo Collection

ACTIVTIY 2

Social and Environmental Due Diligence of Biogas Power Plants in
Bangka and Belitung

Bangka and Belitung are short-listed for REEP island grids project due to their potential for agro
waste-to-energy, especially from palm oil industry. Better access to the grid will enable agro industry
to become more productive by utilising their waste for power generation. This will create jobs and
add value to the local economy. Therefore, the project wants to support PLN by including biogas
power plants into their power system planning.
In relation to the waste-to-energy activity, BMZ requires environmental and social impact assessment
to be conducted in the initial stage of the project to make sure that such activity does not have negative
impacts. The assessment was conducted through a desktop study and due diligence visit to two
existing biogas power plants in Jangkang Village, Dendang Sub-district (operated by PT Austindo
Aufwind New Energy (AANE) and in Senyubuk Village, Kepala Kampit Sub-district (operated by PT
Steelindo Wahana Perkasa). In addition, the team conducted courtesy visits and interviews with
relevant local government officers such as Regional Development Agency (Bappeda) and
Environmental Agency (DLHK).
The due diligence concludes that biogas power plant does not result in environmental and social
negative impacts to the local community as well as surrounding environment. On the contrary, it
provides significant benefits such as reduction of greenhouse gases (methane and CO 2) emission,
reduction of fossil fuel usage, reduction of soil and groundwater contamination, reduction of
wastewater or sludge from palm oil mills, reduction of public concerns regarding the odour issue from
POME (Palm Oil Mill Effluent) ponds, producing chemical fertilizer, and providing jobs.
Impacts:
Bangka & Belitung Islands will remain as potential pilot grids because biogas power plants in the areas
do not give negative social and environmental impacts, but benefits the environment and community.

SYNERGY

a. Promotion of Least Cost of Renewables (LCORE) is a project that supports the planning and
implementation of new and best practice approaches to harness Indonesia’s renewable energy
potential. LCORE and REEP visited Bangka & Belitung together as LCORE has conducted a study
regarding the performance benchmarking of biogas power plants in the region.
i. REEP and LCORE synergized in stakeholder engagement such as local government and
biogas power plant owners.
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ii. REEP and LCORE synergized in data provision for the baseline of the study.
EXPECTED BENEFITS

a. More utilisation of agro waste-to-energy in Bangka & Belitung Islands
b. Increase power generation of RE based in Bangka & Belitung Islands
c. Increase productivity and local economy
KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTS

a. Socio-environmental Assessment Report

B. 3
ACTIVITY

Site Visits to Selayar (South Sulawesi), Kaledupa (Southeast Sulawesi) and
Morotai (North Maluku)

Site visits to islands are a crucial part in the pilot grid selection process. Through direct inspection to
the potential pilot islands, information regarding socio-economic and electricity conditions as well as
local ownership of regional government were gathered.
REEP team, consisted of DJ EBTKE, DJ GATRIK, PLN and GIZ representatives, visited three islands
classified under very small grid category (0,5-10 MW) in October and November 2017. The trips were
divided into two batches. The first batch was a one-week trip starting in Selayar (22–25 October) and
ending in Kaledupa (25–28 October). The second batch was a four-day trip to Morotai on 14–17
November.
Selayar
The Team met with the following local stakeholders:
No
1

2

Stakeholders
Selayar Investment
Board
One-Stop
Integrated Service and
Labour
Agency
(DPMPTSPTK)

Responsible for
Supporting local
administrative on
providing one stop
integrated service
in investment and
managing local
employment
opportunity for
labors.
DPMPTSPTK in
Selayar is also
responsible for
energy
programme.
Selayar Marine and Management of
Fishery Agency
local marine and
fishery aspects,
such as fish
cultivation,

Purpose of meeting
• To introduce the
project to
DPMPTSPTK
which is
responsible for
energy programme
• To find out the
level of local
ownership if the
island is selected to
be pilot project.

Findings
Obtained
information on
potential investors
in Selayar

•

Selayar has several
cold
storage
facilities but do not
utilised effectively

To find out the
importance
of
fishery to the local
economy in the
island.
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processing and
marketing of
fishery products.

3

PLN Wilayah
Sulselrabar, Makassar

Sulawesi’s
electricity in the
southern,
southeastern and
western part of the
island

•

To find out the
challenges faced by
the industry and
potential to utilise
RE to mitigate the
challenges.
To
introduce
the
project to the GM
SULSELBAR and ask
him for the full support
including staff

due to poor storage
design.

The
GM
SULSELBAR give us
his full support and
directly pointing his
staff to fly with us.
And he offers even
more islands as
pilot GRIDs if we
need it.

The Team also visited the following :
No
1

Name of site
Description
Selayar’s
Fishery Local market
Central
where fishers
gather their
products for sales.
Ice-Making Factory Located in the
and Cooling
port of Benteng.
Facilities

Purpose of visit
To observe the
condition of local
fish market

Findings
The market is only for
local consumption

to find out the
source of energy
used for ice
making

3

PLN Rayon in
Benteng

Transmission and
distribution center

4

PLTD Selayar

Diesel power
generator

To get
information about
the grid condition
of the island,
development of
customers, type of
customers and
planning for the
future.
To find out
specification of
diesel genset and
its performance,
fuel consumptions
and overall costs
grade if
automation for
operation with RE
sources and
planning for the
futures.

Ice is an important
product to support local
economy which mainly
depends on marine
products
The grid is in a good
condition, the team
obtained necessary
information on what was
needed and reported the
findings in a separate site
visit report.

2

The genset and operation
is in a good condition but
have no automation yet
except a small SCADA
which can read out genset
parameters. A new
PLTMG is planned. All
findings were written in
the site visit report.
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5

PLTS Appatanah
and PLTB
Appatanah

Located on the
most southern
part of the island.
The PLTS has
capacity of 10.5
kW while PLTB
capacity is
unknown.

6

PLTB Pematata

The PLTB has
capacity of 2 x 100
kW with wind
turbine SUT-100

To find out detail
•
information about
already installed
RE power plants
and their
conditions. The
team also surveyed
if it was possible to
connect them to
the grid.
To find out detail
•
information about
installed RE power
plants and their
conditions. To
survey if it is
•
possible to
connect them to
the grid.

Solar panel and
inverter are still
working, but batteries
and PLTB are
damaged.

Built in 2013 by state
fund, this power plant
was connected with a
transformer to 20 kV
grid.
The system is nonoperational and has
been disconnected
from the grid since a
year ago.

REEP and project partners after
meeting with DPMPTSPTK.

The fallen blade of wind turbine of PLTB Permatata

The solar panels of PLTS & PLTB Appatanah that are
still working.
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Kaledupa
In Kaledupa, the group main agenda was:
No
1

Stakeholders
PLN in Kaledupa

Responsible for
Providing
electricity to the
island

2

Secretary of
Wakatobi
Administration
in Wangi-Wangi
(Wanci)

energy sector in
the regency
including
Kaledupa

Purpose of meeting Findings
to investigate
• Kaledupa is powered by
electricity
diesel power plants (PLTD)
condition
with 1450 kW installed
capacity, but only 840 kW
available capacity due to old
machines.
• Power supply: 12 hours
(5pm–5am), except Friday &
Sunday (10am-2pm) to
accommodate religious
activities.
• Biggest electricity
consumption: water
pumping in the evening.
• Potential saving: load
shifting for water pumping,
from evening to day time
where solar PV can supply
the load without battery.
The Secretary welcomed the
• To introduce
REEP project for Kaledupa.
the project
• To find out the
level of local
ownership if the
island is
selected to be
pilot project

Other key findings
Kaledupa livelihoods depends on fishing. Unfortunately, fishing has not provided the fishers with an
adequate income since they have to sell the fish on the same day at a very cheap price. This condition
could be improved if there is enough electricity to power cold storage facilities to maintain the
freshness of the fish longer so the fishers can sell all the fish at a market price.
Derawa Island in Kaledupa also has off grid solar power plant with capacity of 10.5 kW. Built in 2013,
the power plant capacity has decreased due to poor maintenance and supervision. Based on the team’s
observation, the main system of the power plant is broken and 13 solar panels have been dismantled
and used by the local community. Repairing the main system and returning the “stolen” panels to the
power plant would benefit all households connected to the power plant, instead of a select few.
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Fishes are central to the economy in Kaledupa. Fresh
fishes have to be sold on the same day it was caught due
to lack of cooling storage.

Solar Power Plant in Darawa of South Kaledupa with
capacity of 20 kWp is missing 13 of its solar panels.

One of diesel generator used to provide electricity in
Kaledupa.

Morotai
The team’s main agenda were as follow:
No
1

2

3

Stakeholders
Morotai Statistic
Center Agency
(BPS)
Regional
Development
Board
(BAPPEDA)

Morotai Housing
and Settlement
Area Agency

Responsible for
Providing data
for government
and community
Technical policy
in provincial
development
planning,
coordinating,
coaching,
controlling,
facilitation and
implementation
of provincial
government
affairs
energy sector in
the island

Purpose of meeting
to validate BPS
online statistical
data
to obtain
comprehensive
information on
Morotai Regional
Planning

Findings
Obtained updated statistics on
electrification ratio in Morotai

to brief the agency
on REEP project
and obtain

Clarification on BPS Data on
electrification ratio and

Obtained updated information
on special economic zone
development
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4

Tourism Agency

All matters
related to
culture and
tourism in
island

No
1

Name of site
Morotai Fishery Center
at Daeo Majiko Village in
South Morotai

2

PLTS Wawama and
PLTD Daruba, South
Morotai

3

PLTS Daruba and PLTD
Rental, Juanga Village,
South Morotai
•

information on
energy in Morotai
to obtain
information on
tourism potential
and Morotai’s plan
in managing
budding tourism on
the island

expected demand growth in
Morotai
Obtained tourism information
in Morotai

Description
Purpose of visit
ice maker and ice storage
To identify electricity demand
facilities
Findings
• Capacity: 10 tons/day for ice making, but it receives additional
30 tons/day
• Other facilities: 40 and 200 tons/day
• Demand: 250 kVA for ice making and storage
• Electricity supply is unreliable. Diesel genset is often used to
power the facilities in the event of blackout. As a result,
maintaining the operation cost becomes a challenge since the
price of fuel oil is far higher than electricity tariff.
Description
Purpose of visit
One of two power plan of
To identify the available
Morotai
sources for electricity, RE and
non-RE
Findings
• PLTS Wawama:
o Capacity: 350 kWp
o Owned by ESDM and is located close to PLN’s
PLTD Daruba
o PLTS was not designed and operated as hybrid
system
o KSO (Kerja Sama Operasi) arrangement is
currently under discussion between DJ EBTKE
and PLN
o Issue: PLTS Wawama operates ineffectively due
to ashes covered from PLTD Daruba
• PLTD Daruba:
o Operated by PLN
o 6240 kW installed diesel generators with a
capability of 4700 kW. Detailed information can
be find in the site visit report.
Description
Purpose of visit
One of two power plan of
To identify the available
Morotai
sources for electricity, RE and
non-RE
Findings
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•

PLTD Bere-Bere

•

PLTS Daruba:
o Capacity: 600 kWp
o Owned by PLN
o PLTS is currently not operational optimal due to
poor maintenance (damaged battery, inverter and
lightning system; overheated equipment due to
dusty fan; hanging cable below panels).
o Hybrid function was disabled due to
communication problem and installed
monitoring system was also not working due to
broken electronic parts
• PLTD Rental:
o 2 MW Rental diesel genset.
o Diesel is delivered and paid by PLN
PLTD Bere-Bere has supplied isolated system in northern part of
Morotai. The PLTD’s features:
o Capable capacity: 400 kW
o Only 12 hours of supply
o Bere-Bere will be interconnected with Daruba
system in 2018 with 24 hours supply of
electricity.

In Morotai, there are three grids as follow:
Unit

Capable Capacity (kW)

Peak Load (kW)

KP Daruba
KP Bere-Bere
KP Sopi

5390
410
400

2580
325
115

PLN Bere-Bere is one of the Service Office (Kantor
Pelayanan) in Morotai that REEP and its partners
visited to obtain data.

Daily Operating
Hour
24
12
12

REEP, project partners and representative of
Housing and Settlement Agency after meeting.
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Above: PLTS Daruba.
Left: Solar Power Plant (PLTS) & Diesel Power Plant
(PLTD) in Wawama Village.

Impacts of Site Visit:
•

•

•

The team has an overview of local ownership in all islands visited. According to the team’s
observation, local ownership is deemed positive in all three islands. This is derived from feedbacks
gained from the regional administrative met during the visits. For example, Head of DPMPTSPTK
of Selayar said that she would be delightful if her island would be selected as one of pilot project.
Meeting with PLN Regional has also provided the team to gain greater understanding of island
grids and challenges in Kaledupa, Selayar and Morotai. This knowledge has allowed the team to
have better insights on which island suits the pilot grid criteria.
Strengthen coordination of national and local stakeholders. Having multiple trips together with
project partners have provided more time
o Creation of online chatting platform, Whatsapp, that enables communication
exchange about island grids.

EXPECTED BENEFITS

a.
b.
c.
d.

More renewable energy integration into island grid
Creation of energy independence in Indonesia’s islands due to RE utilisation
Increase community productivity and local economy
Reduction of Green House Gases (GHGs) emission

KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTS

a. Pilot Grid Selection Report
b. Photo Collection
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ACTIVITY 4

Joint-Project EnDev and REEP for Small-scale PV Grid Interconnection

REEP, in collaboration with EnDev, conducts the Joint-Project EnDev and REEP for Small-scale PV
Grid Interconnection, the first grid-connected, community-operated PV system under the framework
of ESDM Regulation No. 39/2017.
The 15 kWp PV system in Tungkup Village was built by DJ EBTKE as an off-grid, rural electrification
system in 2013. However, three years later PLN extended its grid to the village, and most households,
who were connected to the system, then switched to a 24-hour PLN system. This in turn resulted in
underutilization of the PV system since only 14 households, mostly those below the poverty line, are
connected to the system.
To optimize utilization of the PV system and take advantage of the feed-in tariff policy as regulated in
the ESDM Regulation No. 39/2017, REEP proposed to interconnect the system to the PLN’s grid and
provide a revenue stream to the community. The regulation enables the community to sell electricity
to PLN with a tariff rate of Rp 750, -/kWh (€ 5.0 cent/kWh). Refurbishment and installation of
monitoring equipment for the system are needed to enable grid interconnection and performance
monitoring of the system.
The project provides a good synergy with EnDev since the pilot project will require community
empowerment and encourage productive-use of energy. Currently, this project planning has already
received a green-light from the General Manager PLN Bangka Belitung (BaBel).

ACTIVITY 5

Site Visit of Energy and Mineral Resources Vice Minister to PLTS Tungkup

The Energy and Mineral Resources Vice Minister Mr Arcandra Tahar visited two renewable-based
power plants in Belitung on 15th of December organized by EnDev and REEP teams. The Vice Minister
and his team inspected a biogas power plant (PLTBg) in Jangkang, Dendang Village and an off-grid
solar power plant (PLTS) in Nyuruk, Tungkup Village.
Joining the visit are representatives from the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources (ESDM),
Directorate General for New, Renewable Energy and Energy Conservation (DJ EBTKE), PLN (Sumatera
and Bangka Belitung), Regional Administrative (East Belitung), Independent Power Producer (PT.
AANE), PT. Timah, Renewable Energy Electrification Programme (REEP) project, Energising
Development Indonesian (EnDev ID) project and Promotion of Least Cost of Renewables (LCORE)
project. Journalists from national and local media also participated.
The visit has resulted in the development of pilot project, a Joint-Project between EnDev and REEP
for Small-scale PV Grid Interconnection, which mainly aims to promote and set successful example of
interconnection of off-grid system to PLN’s grid that can be replicated throughout Indonesia. PLTS
Nyuruk is an EnDev-supported site and is planned to be interconnected to the grid under REEP
activities. Interconnection to the grid will not only sustain the utilization of power system funded by
state budget, but also help to attain 23 percent renewable energy target by 2025.
Throughout the site visit, the vice minister along with DG of DJ EBTKE and other prominent
stakeholder keep emphasising the importance of interconnection to PLN grid. This key message is
well-captured by the media covering the site visit.
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EXPECTED BENEFITS OF ACTIVITY 4 & 5

•
•
•
•
•

More solar power integration in PLN’s grid
PLN will be more efficient in generating power
Encouraging a possible good collaboration between PLN and DJ EBTKE
Provide social-economic benefits for communities
Serve as future reference on installed components of PV inverters that can be connected to
the grid

KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTS OF ACTIVITY 4 & 5

•
•
•
•
•
•

REEP Activity Report of Vice Minister Site Visit to Belitung
Site Visit Rundown
Briefing Sheet: AANE’s Biogas Power Plant
Briefing Sheet: PLTS Tungkup
Press Release
Photo Collection

IMPACT ON OTHER OUTPUTS

A. Regulatory Framework
The Joint-Project of EnDev and REEP for Small-scale PV Grid Interconnection will work on the
first grid-connected, community-operated PV system under the framework of ESDM Regulation
No. 39/2017.
Under the ESDM Regulation No. 39/2017, the pilot project will provide a benchmark for Power
Purchase Agreement (PPA) regulation of grid-connected, community-operated renewable
system. Furthermore, it is hoped that the Joint-Project EnDev and REEP will also provide a good
scaling up and replication potential in other sites.
SYNERGY

Energising Development Indonesia (EnDev ID) is a GIZ-supported project that specializes in rural
electrification with the aim to support access to electricity in Indonesia’s rural areas.
i.
EnDev ID and REEP synergized in organizing and managing project planning and
implementation of interconnection of PLTS Tungkup to the PLN grid. REEP is tasked to
conduct the grid interconnection techno-economic study the while EnDev facilitates capacity
building for the community operator to manage the electricity selling business and increase
the productive-use of energy.

Output C: Upscaling
Experiences are disseminated by DJ EBTKE, PLN
INDICATORS

C-1 Results dissemination pilot grids [200 employees]
C-2 Guidelines on RE development [2]
Current Status: Since Output C (Upscaling) will be conducted after pilot
grids, project activities are currently focusing on other outputs.
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Output D: Private Sector
Competencies of private sector have increased
INDICATORS

D-1 Technical cooperation agreements [3]
D-2 Quality project proposals [80%]
D-3 Training grid integration [3 institutes]
Current Status:
D-1 Autarsys & Two Papua Regencies (Keerom & Jayapura) are currently
examining feasibility of implementing off grid solar power technology (1)
D-3 SMA Training (1)

ACTIVITY 1

Agora Energiewende Presentation & Workshop

Agora Energiewende was invited by REEP to Jakarta for two main occasions:
a. Agora Energiewende Presentation at ESDM, 12 July 2017 on Germany Energy Transition.
Agora Energiewende is an independent non-partisan, think-tank that aims to develop
scientific approaches in ensuring realization of Energiewende. The presentation was attended
by representatives from ESDM, DJ EBTKE, DJ GATRIK and PLN. Representative of Agora
Energiewende, Mr Philipp Godron, presented on Germany energy transition from fossil to
renewables. Mr Godron highlighted that Germany’s total wind and solar power reaches 85 GW
which is a huge gap in comparison to Indonesia. After the presentation, a discussion took
place, some of the discussion topics were:
• Geographical differences between Germany and Indonesia that causes the latter to
own many isolated grids instead of one or two big grids.
• Energy inefficiency caused by turning on and off coal generation to support
intermittent energy.
• The influence of policies in determining cost of capital in energy investment. For
example, Germany that has low irradiation, has guaranteed feed-in-tariff for 20 years
and return of investment around 3 to 4 percent. Due to this policy, renewable energy
has significant growth in Germany. In contrary, South Africa (a country with highirradiation level) has lower renewable energy’s growth due to uncertainty of its
renewable energy policy.
• Land acquisition as component in determining cost of capital. ESDM representative
raised the obstacle of land acquisition in Indonesia that hinder the development of
energy projects. In response, Mr Godron of Agora Energiewende provided an example
of Denmark where the government gives incentive that can speed up the land
acquisition for energy development.
b. Agora Energiewende Workshop at PLN, 14 July 2017 on Grid Integration of Solar and Wind
Energy in Java-Bali Grid.
The gist of workshop by Mr Godron are summed up as follow:
• Germany had similar concerns with PLN in terms of renewable energy intermittency,
e.g. reserve margin requirements. However, the concerns have gone along with the
massive development of renewable energy in the country, reaching 85 GW wind and
solar power plants.
• In Europe, wind and solar are already cost-competitive with other newly built power
plants. For comparison, the Levelised Cost of Electricity (LCOE) for wind in Germany
can be as low as 5 cent/kWh and for hard coal 6.6 cent/kWh.
• LCOE alone is not sufficient to estimate the economic challenges in the power sector
transformation. Comparing the total system costs of different scenarios would be a
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•

more appropriate approach. For example, future scenarios with low share of
renewables and high share of renewables.
There are many challenges along the way of transitioning the power sector to
renewables. However, lessons learned from Germany such as forecasting, integrated
resource and grid planning, technological and geographical mix, and standards for
renewable energy generators for system stabilization should be utilised for smooth
transition.

Impacts:
• Better insights of energy transition policy from fossils to renewables, including on how to
mitigate challenges in dealing with intermittency
• Knowledge sharing e.g. on incentive policy to expedite land acquisition process for energy
development

IMPACT ON OTHER OUTPUTS

A. Regulatory Framework
Representatives of Indonesian energy and power sectors attended the Agora Energiewende’s
Workshop in PLN and Presentation in ESDM. Knowledge sharing will provide more insights on
energy transition know-how and expected to enhance positive sentiment towards renewable
energy.
EXPECTED BENEFITS

More deliberation on policies in national and regional levels that encourage RE development
including its supporting policies such as land acquisition incentives.
KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTS

•

Agora Energiewende Presentation

ACTIVITY 2

SMA Training

A solar power technology provider, SMA Sunbelt Energy, came to Jakarta after the Director of Various
New Renewable Energy and Energy Conservation, Ms Maritje Hutapea, met with representative of
SMA in Intersolar Europe Exhibition during a study tour in Germany in May 2017. Ms Maritje invited
SMA to visit Jakarta to provide training about solar power technology.
Following the invitation, SMA came to Jakarta in 18 September to provide training about solar power
technology at the State Electricity Company’s academy (STT PLN) in Jakarta. The training consisted
of:
• Hybrid/Storage Concepts
• Main Components
• Monitoring and Communication
• Fuel Save Controller (Diesel-Hybrid)
• Design, Installation and Commissioning of a Battery Storage System
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The training started in the morning and lasted until late afternoon due to many questions were raised
about solar power to SMA. Attending the training were representatives of ESDM, DG NREEC, PLN and
PLN subsidiary -PJB.
Impacts:
•
•
•

PLN and PJB have deepen their knowledge in solar power technology
PLN perspective on dealing with intermittency has improved by showcasing on available
technologies
With high-ranking PLN officers also attending the training, the aim to introduce solar power
technology that tackle intermittency issues has greater amplification opportunity within PLN

IMPACT ON OTHER OUTPUTS

A. Regulatory Framework
With PLN partly serves as power authority in Indonesia, training serves as an opportunity to
improve its knowledge on RE utilisation and hence increases PLN’s measures to employ more REgenerated power. PLN sentiment towards RE will affect policy makers in designing regulation on
RE.
EXPECTED BENEFITS

•
•
•

More solar power integration in PLN’s grid
PLN will be more efficient in generating power
Solar technology is an environmentally friendly choice to generate energy

KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTS

•

SMA Training Report

ACTIVITY 3

Autarsys - Keerom & Jayapura Regional Administrative Meeting

Autarsys is a leading solar technology providing off-grid solar power application energy and modular
storage systems. It has vast experience and among others is in the Philippines, an island country like
Indonesia. Autarsys’ visit to Jakarta was initiated by Mr Simon Himawan, an expert staff of ESDM, who
joined the study tour to Germany in May 2017 and went to Intersolar Europe Exhibition where Autarsys
presented its technology.
Interested in Autarsys’ experience, Mr Himawan invited the company to come to Jakarta to meet
representatives of Keerom and Jayapura Regencies through Ministry of Village, Disadvantaged Areas
Development and Transmigration of Indonesia (Kemendesa) who has access to regional
administrative. The meeting was initiated to increase private sector involvement in providing electricity
in eastern Indonesia as well as to increase electrification ratio in Papua – one of the least electrified
region in the country.
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The meeting took place on 25 September at Kemendesa in Jakarta. Representatives from REEP also
came to help facilitate discussion between Autarsys and Indonesian stakeholders. The main discussion
topics were the economic feasibility of Autarsys technology implementation in Keerom and Jayapura.
The meeting served as an initial cooperation between private sector and regional administrative in
Indonesia. The follow up of the meeting would be to calculate on economic feasibility of Autarsys
technology to generate power for Papuan market.
Impact:
Creation of more private sector involvement in providing electricity in Papua.

EXPECTED BENEFITS

•
•

Increase of electrification ratio in Papua
Increase of better livelihood in Papua

KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTS

•

Autarsys’ Company Profile

ACTIVITY 4

Study Tour to PJB Solar Power Plant in Cirata

PT. Pembangkitan Jawa Bali (PJB) is a subsidiary company of the State Electricity Company (PLN). PJB
was established in 1995 with 6 generation units (UP/Unit Pembangkitan) in East Java (Gresik, Paiton &
Brantas), West Java (Muara Tawar & Cirata) and DKI Jakarta (Muara Karang). According to PJB’s 2015
Annual Report, PJB has 6 Generation Units (Unit Pembangkitan/UP) with a total installed capacity of
6.981 MW throughout Java Island. Based on the report, PJB’s biggest UP is UP Bawean & Gresik with
total installed capacity of 2.222 MW which generated from diesel and gas. Second biggest is UP Muara
Tawar with 1.760 MW generated from diesel and gas. The third biggest is UP Cirata, which is generated
by hydro and solar power, has capacity of 1.009 MW. The remaining UP based on their capacity are UP
Muara Karang (909 MW from diesel and gas), UP Paiton (800 MW from coal) and UP Brantas (281 MW
from hydro). Overall, diesel and gas dominates PJB’s generation units by 70% in Java as seen on the
chart below:
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PJB Generation Units in Java Island
4%
12%

14%

70%

Diesel & Gas

Hydro & Solar

Coal

Hydro

UP Cirata in West Java is the only one equipped with facilities to improve knowledge of renewable
energy. The unit has research solar power plant (PLTS Cirata) with capacity of 1,040 kWp and
renewable energy academy (PJB Academy). REEP went to PLTS Cirata on the invitation of Chief of PJB
Academy Cirata, Ms Diah Karima, who attended to REEP Kickoff Meeting in August.
REEP visited the PLTS Cirata on 9 September with two main agendas. First was to exchange knowledge
about Cirata solar and hydro power plants as well as to probe on possible cooperation in future. The
study trip started with presentation on introduction about PLTS Cirata. Mr Dimas Kaharuddin, the
Renewable Energy Business Development Manager of PJB, delivered the presentation whereby he
explained on the implemented technology, challenges, research conducted to improve RE and hybrid
power plants (hydro and solar power) that are currently in progress.
Besides solar power plant, REEP also went to PJB’s hydro power plants that was also located in Cirata.
The power plant is Southeast Asia’s biggest hydro power plant with installed capacity and annual
production of 1.428 GWh per year.
On possible cooperation, Ms Diah explained that she would be delighted to see cooperation between
REEP and PJB Academy especially in training purposes. Ms Diah also explained on the progress of the
academy whereby it is currently on construction.
Impact:
Involvement of PJB to take part in renewable energy training/capacity development. As a follow up to
the study tour, representatives of PJB attended training on solar technology by SMA in September.

Cirata Hydro Power Plant Engineer explained
the operation of hydro power plant to REEP
members.
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REEP Team with PJB Cirata’s Team after observing
the solar power plant

The view from top of Cirata PLTS

EXPECTED BENEFITS

•
•

Strengthening PJB capacity in renewable energy research through training
More RE deployment by PJB

KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTS

•
•
•

Presentation by PJB Renewable Energy Business Development Manager
Study Tour to PLTS Cirata Report
Photo Collection
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Other Project Activities
1. Kickoff Meeting
Overview
The Kick-off Meeting of Renewable Energy Electrification Programme (REEP) held on August, 2nd,
2017 in The Hermitage Hotel, Jakarta. The kickoff involved the main counterparts from Ministry of
Energy and Mineral Resources (ESDM), Directorate General for New, Renewable Energy and Energy
Conservation (DJ EBTKE), Directorate General for Electricity (DJ GATRIK) and the State-owned
Electricity Company (PLN) and other related parties from public sector and private sector as well as
education sector.
The objective of the kickoff meeting is to present the project to wider audiences, to identify
collaborative opportunities and to get input from other’s experiences. The had two main sessions as
follow: Presentation of the REEP Project and Discussion.

Session 1: Presentation of the REEP Project
Prior to the presentation was the welcoming speeches from Ms Maritje Hutapea, Director of New and
Renewable Energy (DJ EBTKE) and Dr Rudolf Rauch, Principal Advisor (REEP). Ms Maritje emphasized
on energy diversification, she is confident in achieving the 23% target although it will not be easy and
wished for active participation from all stakeholders. Meanwhile, Dr Rauch highlighted that achieving
the 23% target is not easy, among the challenges is to integrate RE into the existing system. The pilot
project thus needs to show that integrating RE is feasible. The bottom up approach will be used to
achieve the target and working together is needed.
Following the speeches was the introduction of REEP’s team and presentation of its program that
showed the objective, activities, indicators and approaches.

Clockwise: Ms Maritje Hutapea,
Director of New Renewable Energy;
Dr Rudolf Rauch, Principal Advisor for
REEP
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Session 2: Discussion
Recommendations:
Mr Iman Permana, ASEAN Hydro Center
•
•

At the moment, there is no regulation on the competency and certification of operators or
technicians in renewable energy power plants which caused the power plants to perform
badly.
He suggested that certified power plant operators should be included in regulations.

Ms Diah Karima, Chief of PJB Academy Cirata
•
•
•
•

PJB academy could give hands-on practical learning in Cirata where they have 1 MWp solar
PV system.
She could refer her academy if REEP wanted to do training.
There is plan to build floating PV (200 MW) commencing on 2018 in cooperation with Masdar
(Arabian Company).
PJB also plans to build prototypes of renewable power plants (solar PV and hydro) in C-Gen
Park.

Ms Diah Karima, Chief of PJB Academy
Cirata, sharing her thoughts and
suggestion on feasible cooperation with
REEP in future.

Ms Novi, UGM Study Center
•
•
•

They recently got a grant from USAID for 4 years.
Wanted to collaborate and support the project because UGM Study Center had cooperation
with university in Bangka and Belitung.
Mentioned that one of their projects in Bangka Belitung is solar PV project.

Mr Kurniawan Imam Ghozzali, Commercial Manager, LEN
•
•

Stated that local products shall be included in the technology part of the implementation
strategy of the project.
Expected the outcome of the pilot grid to include financing feasibility which can be included
in policy because local financing has been proven to be tough in Indonesia.

Mr Adi, Asosiasi Biogas Indonesia
•

Expected the outcome of the project shall include guidance for private sector, not only
academic results because there is a lot of study results already available.
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Questions:
Mr Ramdan, Bappenas
•
•

Stated that most of palm oil industries whose waste can be converted to biogas were located
in Sumatera & Kalimantan. He questioned the replication potential of biogas for other location
outside these areas.
He also asked if biogas can be produced other than from palm oil waste

Mr Joseph Juan, PT Siemens Indonesia Energy Management Division
•
•

Asked on how the collaboration with private sector works.
Asked what the reason behind BPP clustering was.

Mr Menggo, LIPI
•
•
•

•

There shall be a study looking at behavior of the people in remote area such as not turning off
electricity.
Electricity shall be utilised from daily activity to empower economy.
Raised the concern of using waste to electricity particularly when it is generated for free in the
beginning. According to him, when electricity is generated, people would start asking for
money to buy their waste. He said REEP should consider the non-technical side of the project
too.
Suggested national standardization to PV technology such as measurement tools and
calibration.

Mr Menggo of Indonesian Institute of Sciences (LIPI),
suggested on behavioural study analyzing on electricity
habit of people in remote areas.

KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTS

•
•

Kickoff Meeting Presentation
Photo Collection
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2. Planning Workshop
Overview
The Planning Workshop of Renewable Energy Electrification Programme (REEP) held on August 1416 2017 in R Hotel Rancamaya, Bogor, West Java. REEP invited its partners from Ministry of Energy
and Mineral Resources (ESDM), Directorate General for New, Renewable Energy and Energy
Conservation (DJ EBTKE), Directorate General for Electricity (DJ GATRIK) and the State-owned
Electricity Company (PLN) to participate in the workshop as it concerns with the project’s main
activities throughout this year and the two following years.
The objective of the workshop is to have mutual understanding among the counterparts on the project
goals and to develop an operational plan that accomodates inputs from and approved by all parties.
The Workshop had three main sessions as follow: Presentation from counterparts on their RE target
and Strategy, Group Discussion on REEP’s Fields of Action and Presentation of Operational Plan
(2017-2018).

Activities
Director of New and Renewable Energy of DJ EBTKE, Ms Maritje Hutapea, delivered an opening
speech, said that supports from partners were crucial in supporting REEP’s goal of demonstrating 23
percent RE target. “The 23 percent RE target is related to the 45 GW target by 2025 and to achieve this
we need to work together and provide REEP with supports to draft operational plan,” she said.
Principal Advisor of REEP, Dr Rudolf Rauch, provided an opening remarks. In his speech, he
emphasized on the importance of roles and contribution of each parties in supporting Indonesia’s
effort in promoting RE. Adding to that,
Session 1: Presentation from counterparts (DJ EBTKE, DJ GATRIK and PLN)
In promoting RE, each party had various concerns leading into lack of coordination among institutions.
In this session, the workshop aimed to seek clarification from partners in defining their RE target by
2025 and strategies in place to achieve the targets.
In delivering the RE target, each partner presented its data by using different calculation unit. Some
disagreement emerged during discussion, however, it was resolved and agreed by all on 45 GW RE
target as reference for REEP
In terms of strategy in place to achieve 45 GW, each institution has different approach as summarised
in the following points:
A. DJ EBTKE emphasized on:
• RE acceleration
• Wider electricity access
• The benefits of electricity availability should reach local communities living close to the
grid (demand is close to power supply)
• Contribution of RE to macro-economic level
B. DJ GATRIK highlighted the following needs:
• Roadmap that can be used as a reference
• Learning from other ASEAN countries in accelerating RE development
• Acceleration of the electricity access at the eastern part of Indonesia.
C. PLN highlighted:
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•
•
•

Clear and same defined target shared by all stakeholders
Breakdown of RE resources
Data sharing among all parties, to facilitate data evaluation

Concluding the Session 1, all parties agreed that to achieve the RE target, roadmap and integrated
business model are needed.
Session 2: Group Discussion on REEP’s Fields of Action
The objective of this session is to develop a draft of operational plan for the rest of 2017 until end of
2018. The participants were divided into four groups that worked on four different topics based on
REEP’s Fields of Action namely Regulatory Framework, Pilot Grids, Scaling-up and Private Sector.
Through the group discussion, counterparts were expected to give input, suggestion and idea for
REEP’s upcoming activities based on the counterparts’ needs as well as sharing experiences. Discussion
is facilitated by GIZ team member.
The results of Group Discussion are as follow:
A. Regulatory Framework
As an output, Regulatory Framework consists three activities:
1. Study/International Experience
2. Pilot Projects Analysis
3. Advice and Capacity Development
(1) Study/International Experience
The proposal for this activity is to learn from our neighboring countries, Thailand and the Philippines
that have been successful in developing RE. The activity format is knowledge exchange. As the
preparation, PLN and the next appointed consultant should discuss the similarity of the chosen grid
with pilot project. Important things that should be observed including grid developer, planning and
integration.
(2) Pilot Project Analysis
The group proposed to have impact study on pre and post pilot project, assessment on existing power
plants and pricing mechanism that encourage 23% RE.
(3) Advice and Capacity Development
The group conveyed the needs of capacity development for on grid integration and code (technical
specification) and product component reference for RE (for PLN and DJ EBTKE). These are needed to
be familiar with available components in the market and able to create plant specification.
B. Pilot Grids
There are four activities that contribute to this output:
1. Pilot Grid Selection
2. Technical Advice to PLN
3. Capacity Development to PLN
4. Equipment Procurement
(1) Pilot Grid Selection
There are three things highlighted by the group for pilot grid selection: the largest local RE potential,
the peak growth and coordination with stakeholders for planning.
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(2) Technical Advice to PLN
The inputs are to conduct feasibility study and grid impact study and to have apps/software.
(3) Capacity Development to PLN
The format to deliver capacity development can be seminar/workshop/FGD that involve
academicians, industry/ private sector (product knowledge) and finance institutions.
(4) Equipment Procurement
In term of equipment procurement, the group conveyed the need of fuel save controller, forecast
equipment & laboratory research
C. Scaling-up
Activities that contribute to Scaling-up are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Capacity Development
Analysis results from 2 pilot projects
Study tour to 2 pilot grids
Development Guidelines
Information platform

(1) Capacity Development
The group hoped that PLN and DJ EBTKE to get involve from the beginning, starting from set up,
planning until installation. The training on technological skill is needed. Capacity development should
also consider on project ownership (when the project end), clear division on role and function as well
as operation and maintenance.
(2) Analysis results from two pilot projects
The needs conveyed by the group are analysis on system stability and operation and maintenance.
These include the needs for competency of operator, forecasting and guideline that should be
prepared before scaling up.
(3) Study tour to 2 pilot grids
The group proposed that the duration for the study tour is more or less than a week. The study tour
will involve DJ EBTKE, government at provincial level and regional level, so as from other regions and
PLN from local region.
(4) Development Guidelines
The detail activities include SoP, guidelines for proposal evaluation (technical and economical),
guidelines O&M and PPA, operator competency, forecasting, standardization on power plant capacity
and measurement.
(5) Information platform
The group mentioned that clearing house facility and information service provider have to be available.
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D. Private Sector
Private Sector field consists of the following activities:
1.
2.
3.
4.

German-Indonesia RE Day
Technology Cooperation
Training for Project Developer
Institutionalisation of Knowledge

(1) German – Indonesia RE Day
The idea from the group was to conduct FGD, working group discussion and bilateral forum inline with
the event.
(2) Technology Cooperation
In the presentation, the group mentioned about asset transfer issue and bring up the idea that GIZ will
make an agreement with a selected company that later become partner with PLN. It seems that
involving private sector into the project will be easier this way (B2B). Other options mentioned are
establishment of a business entity for development and management (Badan Usaha Pembangunan
dan Pengelola (BUPP)) and operational cooperation (Kerjasama Operasi/KSO). In line with the
cooperation, it is expected that series of activity such as factory visit, training, study tour, benchmark,
laboratory visit can be provided. Further, non-technical training (soft skill) is also expected, such as
leadership, techno-economy, enviromental and finance training (to be “bank-able”).
(3) Training for Project Developer
Input from the group there is a regular training conducted by DJ EBTKE and private sector put its
interest to join such training.
(4) Institutionalisation of Knowledge
Input from the group, currently such activity is manifested in Lintas (DJ EBTKE’s information and
investment services). The group gave the idea that RE matters should be included in formal education
curriculum.
Session 3: Presentation of Operational Plan (2017-2018)
The objective of this session was to present the draft of Operational Plan as the result of group
discussion in previous session and to receive final inputs from participants. The Operational Plan
document will be used as the basis of follow up and to conduct upcoming activities. In finalizing the
Operational Plan, there was open Q&A session for each Output, documented as follow:
1. Regulatory Framework
In the discussion, there was an idea to also include Malaysia, besides Thailand and the Philippines
to get their experiences as reference. On the question regarding the selection of consultant and
its scope of work, REEP will work based on priority to finish feasible action within this year. It will
appoint consultant and develop term of reference (ToR) in implementing the project. The
appointment will go along the stages of the project; thus, counterparts are welcome to send the
candidates/potential consultant.
2. Pilot Grid
Responding to the questions on equipment and location selection, REEP explained that all depend
on recommendation of the consultant. Currently, the main focuses are visiting the five locations
and coordination with stakeholders.
3. Scaling-up
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PLN asked why all the activities under scaling-up output would only be started in 2019. REEP
explained that scaling-up will start after the study finish. IPP will build the grid and private sector
is expected to invest and be part of the project. In terms of capacity development, all stakeholders
will be involved from the beginning, thus REEP will ask PLN to provide the core team so that
knowledge can be transferred since early stage.
REEP will schedule separate meeting with counterparts to discuss pilot grid and assets transfer
issue.
4. Private Sector
The activities will start in 2019. DJ EBTKE mentioned that its training center has regular schedule
for training and it proposed through this meeting to have trainers/consultants from private sector
and not limited from DJ EBTKE only.
DJ EBTKE also gave the following inputs:
• Pilot grids selection should be discussed in a wider forum to have the same perception among
all parties.
• The operation plan should be more detail, in sequence and show which activities are parralel.
Time line mapping for activities is needed.
• It should be linked to other GIZ program.
• Private sector should be involved and the project should regularly communicate with them
as soon as same perception level has been created.
• Communicate to all stakeholders since the early stage is encouraged.
• Technical institutions involvement for training.
REEP explained that stakeholders have been involved since study trip to Intersolar Europe.
Platform that is used to distribute information is Lintas, DJ EBTKE’s information and investment
services. Other inputs will be taken and done accordingly.
PLN proposed on Leadership Programme and to have more soft skill trainings, not only technical
ones. As an example, USAID have such program which targets management level that allows
information exchange about RE promotion among executives. The results show that the trained
managers prone to support RE policies more than those who were not trained.
REEP admitted that it was interesting idea and would initiate to conduct such program. The impact
after study tour showed that the counterparts showed their commitment and support.
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Gender Report
REEP is a GG-0 project with no specific indicators targeting on gender-related objectives. However,
the project plans to consider more gender mainstreaming activities in its future agenda. This is related
to equal gender participation (specifically women empowerment in Indonesia) is an indicator of
sustainable goal of the Agenda 2030 for Sustainable Development Goals that is adopted during United
Nations Summit in September 2015.
Within the context of energy, gender mainstreaming is an important tool to ensure everyone has equal
access to energy accordingly. Many issues in energy in Indonesia is related to underrepresentation of
women in making decision on energy access despite women have immediate impact as women’s
traditional roles involve direct energy use.
Nevertheless, gender mainstreaming should not only be attempted in the family and community level,
but also on higher level whereby more women should be involved in making decision on energy. This
is important not only to gain women’s perspective in energy, but also to train women in the field.
This year’s annual report will provide a disaggregated data on men and women participating in the
REEP events throughout 2017.
Name of Event
1 Study Tour on Renewable Energy
Electrification and Grid Integration
2 Agora Energiewende Presentation at
ESDM
3 Technical Meeting
4 Kickoff Meeting
5 PLTS Cirata Study Trip
6 Planning Workshop
7 SMA Sunbelt Energy Training
8 First Meeting between Autarsys,
Keerom & Jaypura Regencies

Date/Location
27 May – 3 June in Munich,
Germany
12 July in ESDM, Jakarta
24 July in Double Tree Hotel,
Jakarta
2 August, The Hermitage,
Jakarta
9 August, PJB Cirata, Purwakarta
14-16 August, R Hotel
Rancamaya, Bogor
18 September, STT PLN, Jakarta
25 September, Kemendes,
Jakarta

Male
15

Female
4

10

1

13

17

82

42

7
23

5
16

27
12

1
2

According to the data above, women are still underrepresented in various activities. This may stem
from a preconceived condition that energy is still dominated by men despite some high-ranking
position in DJ EBTKE are held by women. This condition highlights on the need to push more effort to
involve women to take part in the field. In 2018, REEP will attempt to encourage more women’s
participation in its events to ensure more women play more crucial role in the project’s activities.
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